
Side-by-Sides for Amendment Analyses and
Conference Committee Reports

The Texas Legislative Council produces comparison documents in a side-by-side format on certain versions 
of a bill.  The first type of document, a senate amendment analysis (SAA) or a house amendment analysis 
(HAA), compares the house and senate versions of a bill after the second chamber has passed the bill, 
and the second type of document, a side-by-side analysis (SXS) for a conference committee report (CCR), 
describes how the proposed conference committee version of the bill resolves the differences between 
the house and senate versions. Each SAA and HAA is available in TLIS on the bill’s text page and can be 
used as a base document for drafting a SXS for a CCR.

SAA or HAA documents: An SAA is prepared for every house bill that is passed out of the senate with 
senate amendments. The first column of an SAA contains the house bill text as engrossed, the second 
column contains the bill text as it was passed out of the senate, and the third column is blank. An HAA 
is prepared for every senate bill that is passed out of the house with house amendments. The first 
column of an HAA contains the senate bill text as engrossed, the second column contains the bill text as 
it was passed out of the house, and the third column is blank. The differences between bill versions are 
highlighted for easy identification as depicted in the following SAA example:

The blank third column can be a useful tool for conference committee work. The column can be used by staff 
to make notes of deliberations of the conference committee or to record drafting instructions for the CCR bill 
text drafter. Additionally, the Word version of the amendment analysis can be downloaded from TLIS and used 
by staff as a base document for drafting a SXS for a CCR.  The option to draft your own SXS, rather than request 
a SXS from the council, can be valuable in the last few days of session as deadlines for conference committee 
work approach. (For a discussion of how to draft a SXS using an SAA or HAA, see Section 6.06 of the Texas 
Legislative Council Drafting Manual http://www.tlc.texas.gov/docs/legref/draftingmanual.pdf.)

House Bill 12345
Senate Amendments 

Section-by-Section Analysis

HOUSE VERSION SENATE VERSION CONFERENCE

SECTION 1.  Section 12345.67(c), Special 
District Local Laws Code, is amended to read 
as follows:
(c)  The authority is created to accomplish: 
(1)  the control, storage, conservation, 
preservation, distribution, and use of water for 
domestic, industrial, municipal, and all other 
useful purposes as provided by Section 59, 
Article XVI, Texas Constitution; 
(2)  the reclamation and drainage of the 
district's overflowed lands and other lands 
needing drainage; and 
(3)  the control, abatement, and change of any 
shortage or harmful excess of water.

SECTION 1. Section 12345.67(c), Special 
District Local Laws Code, is amended to read 
as follows:
(c)  The authority is created to accomplish: 
(1)  the control, storage, conservation, 
preservation, distribution, and use of water for 
domestic, industrial, municipal, and all other 
useful purposes as provided by Section 59, 
Article XVI, Texas Constitution; and
(2)  the reclamation and drainage of the 
district's overflowed lands and other lands 
needing drainage. 

SECTION 2.  This Act takes effect 
September 1, 2017.

SECTION 2. Same as House version.
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Requesting a SXS for a CCR:

• Request through LDR: LDR allows for submission of a SXS request only after the related bill 
goes to conference and only by a member of the conference committee. The council cannot 
draft a SXS until the content of the conference committee version of the bill is determined and 
relayed with the SXS request.

• Appropriations and sunset bills: The Legislative Budget Board drafts SXSs for most 
appropriations bills and the Sunset Advisory Commission drafts SXSs for sunset bills.  Do not 
request SXSs on these types of bills through LDR.

• Preliminary versions: The council cannot provide a SXS for proposed language or a preliminary 
version of the conference committee bill text because of workload demands and legislative 
deadlines.

• Changing an undelivered request: If you no longer want a SXS that the council is drafting, or if 
you have new text or instructions, call Carey Eskridge or Chandler Lewis--(512) 463-1143--and 
relay the new information for the previously submitted request; do not submit a new request 
through LDR.

CCR bill text needed: If you do not provide the CCR bill text, the council draft number for the CCR bill 
text, or drafting instructions, we cannot open a request file or assign the SXS to a drafter.

• Drafting from instructions: Drafting a SXS from instructions is risky.  Instructions for drafting 
CCR bill text alone are usually insufficient for the SXS drafter to determine the specific form and 
content of the final CCR bill text.

• “Text not available” designation: Verifying the third column content against the final CCR bill text 
is important to ensure the accuracy of the SXS; if time does not permit us to see the final bill text, 
the Associated Draft footer in the SXS document will specify “TNA” (text not available), rather than 
the council draft number of the CCR bill text or “NC” for a non-council-drafted bill text.

Status inquiries: LDR does not provide the initials of drafters of legislative analyses, including SXSs for 
CCRs. All status inquiries will be directed to research division staff who are processing requests.

Delivery instructions: Default delivery of a CCR SXS is 16 hard copies, delivered to the specified location 
in the Capitol Complex, plus electronic delivery to LDR.  Six copies are required for filing the CCR.  If a 
fiscal note is needed, an additional copy of the CCR must be provided to the chief clerk for this purpose.  
Other deliveries of the document are the responsibility of the requestor.
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